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This document will walk you through how to create persistent highlight sets which will automatically highlight words 
in a document making them easier to identify.  We hope this guide is helpful and if you need any further assistance 
please feel free to contact our support team at support@epiqglobal.com. 

1 BEFORE YOU GET STARTED 

1.1 Avoid using the colour yellow as this is already in use for search term highlights. 

1.2 Avoid using the colour blue as this is already in use for navigating through highlights. 

1.3 Avoid using quotes or search operates as these will be taken literally. 

1.4 Wildcards can be used, however special care should be taken to avoid highlighting too many words 
as wildcards also pick up connecting text such as email addresses. 

2 WHERE ARE PERSISTENT HIGHLIGHT SETS? 

Depending on how your database is set up and your permission level Persistent Highlight Sets can be found 
under the Reporting tab, Admin Operations tab or Case Admin tab. 

 

 

 

3 CREATING A NEW PERSISTENT HIGHLIGHT SET 

3.1 Within the Persistent Highlight Sets window click New Persistent Highlight Set which can be found 
in the top left corner. 

 

3.2 Name your set appropriately and give it an order to appear in the list. 

3.3 As we are highlighting terms select Terms under Source. 

3.4 Finally type the terms you wish to highlight in the Terms section. 
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3.5 Use the Save and Back button once you have inputted all your terms to save your Persistent 
Highlight Set. 

 

4 VIEWING PERSISTENT HIGHLIGHTS 

4.1 The highlights can be seen in the Document Viewer.  If the document is not a scanned document the 
highlights will appear in the Native view and the Extracted Text view.  If the document is a scanned 
document the highlights will ONLY appear in the Extracted Text view.  

4.2 You can see how many times the word appears in the document by expanding the Show/Hide 
Persistent Highlight Pane.  This is also where you can deactive the set or turn off a specific word 
within the document. 

 

5 CHANGING PERSISTENT HIGHLIGHT COLOURS 

5.1 The default colour for a Persistent Highlight Set is a Magenta Background and Black Foreground 
(text).  As can be seen in the image above. 

5.2 You can pick which colour you wish to use by using the chart shown below.   
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5.3 The way in which this needs to be typed is Background;Foreground;Term eg 1;16;Credit will display 
the word Credit with a Black background and White text. 

5.4 Here are some examples of selecting colours for Persistent Highlights: 

 

6 EDITING A PERSISTENT HIGHLIGHT SET 

Within the Persistent Highlight Sets window click Edit on the Persistent Highlight Set you wish to edit and 
follow the instructions above. 

This completed this guide on Creating Persistent Highlight Sets in Relativity.  We hope this information is helpful and 
for additional assistance please feel free to contact your Project Manager or our support department at 
support@epiqglobal.com. 
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